
Suspension Walkers - Mobility

Model Features   SW1     SW7    

User weight limit    120 lbs (55 kg)    250 lbs (113 kg)

User maximal height *    56”     75”   

Maximal treadmill width **  25.5”     28”

Frame size    24 to 32”w x 42”l x 55 to 66”h  31 to 33”w x 50”l x 79”h

Frame weight    25 lbs (11 kg)    47 lbs (21 kg)

* When the unit is used over a treadmill, the maximum user height will be reduced by the height of the treadmill.
** To span wider treadmills, either the SW1 or SW7 can be placed on the Kaye Treadmill Width Adapter.

Kaye Suspension Walkers 

Suspension walkers support clients in either partial body weight bearing or a fully weighted position. The amount 
of body weight support that is provided to the client is easily adjusted with a manual winch. Clients can be moved 
from sitting to standing positions with varying amounts of support.

Both models are width adjustable to span many 
treadmills while being able to retract to fit through 
most doorways. These features, along with the light 
frame, make it possible for clients to use the Kaye 
Suspension Walker both for treadmill training and over 
ground practice.

The Suspension Walkers come with four swivel casters, 
two with directional locks to facilitate the use over 
ground and two stationary locks to stabilize the system 
when being used over a treadmill. Since all casters roll 
freely, the client can practice forward and backward 
stepping as well as side stepping while in the unit. 
Both models fold for storage and transportation.

SW7 (shown with 9822 over treadmill)

SW1 with 9821



Mobility - Suspension Harnesses

Kaye Suspension Harnesses
These harnesses were designed and made to comfortably 
hold clients when they are suspended in the Kaye Suspension 
Walkers, Models SW1, SW7 and all Kaye Posture Control Walkers 
with Suspension Accessories, Models SC1, SC2, SC3 and SC4. 
Each harness is made of material that has a high compression 
element so that the body vest fits snuggly around the client and 
fastens with buckles. These harnesses have two distinct styles 
depending on the size and weight of the client.

Models 9820-Small and 9821-Medium Slim, have three 
components: a body vest, 4 compression straps and four strap 
pads. These harnesses fit between the legs like pants and buckle 
up each side. Because of the construction of these harnesses, 
they are most comfortable for children under 60 lbs.

Models 9822-Medium and 9824-Large, have four components: 
a body vest, 4 compression straps, four strap pads, and two 
thigh cuffs. They depend on the compression of the vest and 
the thigh straps to hold the vest in place. These vests buckle up 
the front and back. Because they do not have any component 
between the legs, they are comfortable for older, heavier clients, 
and can hold up to 200 lbs.

Model No.   Pelvic Circumference  Weight limit   

9820 - Small    16” to 25”   60 lbs (27 kg)

9821 - Med. Slim   18” to 28”   60 lbs (27 kg)  

9822 - Medium   24” to 35”   200 lbs (91 kg)

9824 - Large   34” to 45”   200 lbs (91 kg)  

9820 9821

9822 9824


